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your phone is quite capable of taking pictures, indeed some phones can do so far better than any point and shoot
camera and can even fit all the settings and software under a 10 oz. package. if you want to give it a try, youll need
to download a program that will convert your phone's photos to garmin-format garmin gpx files and will then allow

you to upload them into the garmin desktop software. i used agno 3.5.6 for nokia symbian 3.x by agno software
($39). its available for the symbian phones, including the 63s, and its a paid download. you can try their demo

version for a few days or so, until you find something you like. i suspect the free version doesnt have the
capabilities youll need, and it is not available for all phones (as far as i can tell; please tell me if you know different).
the agno software works well once you get your photos loaded; you just need to specify the locations and settings

of the photos, and they will be transferred to garmin with appropriate names. when you want to share the
information with others, you need to export them as gpx format, though if you do that they wont be viewable in

gpsmap 62s. you can probably do that with agno; i did it without problems. to export a gpx file, follow these
instructions. in a nutshell, you would be able to align the map with the live gps data, and save the aligned positions

as waypoints. you can then zoom, zoom out, rotate, pan, etc. the available options are endless. the program is
designed to make it easy for the user to make maps from real time gps data. it is very easy to use the program. you
will be able to click on a point, click on the map and it will center on that location. you will be able to zoom the map

and scale it to the desired magnification. it is a very intuitive process.
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to activate your license you must register a serial number for your
software by clicking on the link and mailing the registration form to:

garmin mapc2mapc registration 12, 110 rock rd., suite 201, bedford, ma
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01730. license forms sent to this address will not be honored. as of late
2012, there is no other download site for garmins garminmapc2mapc
service. the best one is a web-based mapping site called mapc2mapc,

which is simply the vendor provided interface that takes mapc data and
converts it into garmins geomap format. it can either be a java applet or
a web-based map page; i prefer the former because i can use the applet
offline with google chrome, and can take it with me when im using the

browser. the one drawback of the java applet is that it can only be used
with a java-enabled browser, which im sure there are a lot of people who
dont have; the web applet works in any browser that has java support.

with a free account, you can download a lifetime worth of geopdfs
(100,000) and a lifetime worth of maps (1,000). with a pro account, you
can download unlimited aerial and basemap imagery and add unlimited

maps and pdfs to your account; the prices are $0.99 for the lifetime
aerial imagery and $15 for the lifetime maps. the free account comes

with no actual images or maps; you have to download and install
garmins birdseye imagery and the us topos separately. each site costs

$3.99 for a lifetime download of imagery, and $10 for a lifetime of maps.
with this application, you can create a map of your travels,track a route
on google maps or in other applications,download offline map images

from the internet, modify them,load a new calibration,load a new datum,
display them on a map and continue, share them. 5ec8ef588b
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